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Rapide's "Thought Bubbles" series explores various marketing concepts from fresh perspectives. 
If you have thoughts on this one, contact us: 02476 011 906 or marketing@rapide.co.uk.

Executive summary

Most organisations look at their operations on a regular basis, seeking to cut costs or 
improve efficiency - it's a normal part of performance management. But one sector that 
spans both private and public enterprise - the utilities sector - is different. Regulated by 
strict service agreements put in place by government policy, utilities have a legal 
obligation to deliver service above a certain level.

More and more utilities are realising they can't deliver superior operational performance 
without the ability to manage it in real-time - conducting customer and employee 
communications at the point of service delivery, rather than with monthly reviews or 
survey questionnaires. A number of them use Rapide's Communications Suite and 
Feedback Suite to do it.

In this Thought Bubble, we'll take a look at some of these companies - and how a typical 
regulator, Britain's OFWAT, sets them standards to live up to.
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Companies in the utilities sector have more reasons than most to manage their operations 
on a regular basis. That’s because those responsible for public infrastructure - like energy, 
water, and communications - are often legally required to perform at a certain level, 
thanks to regulatory authorities who act as the consumer's advocate. Every time there's 
an issue with their services - from a power cut to a road closure - they have to respond, 
explain, and take corrective action. Or risk big fines.
 
In other words, utility companies have a bigger incentive than most to perform at a 
certain level. And in an always-on, always-connected world, customers (both internal 
and external) are less tolerant than ever of having to wait. That's why many modern 
utilities are taking a different approach.

Instead of reviewing incident reports at a monthly meeting and seeing what went wrong, 
they're in contact with customers and employees in real-time - at the point of service 

delivery - and taking action right now.

And since so many customer problems are down to good or bad communication, the 
channel many utilities are using to improve their operations - the one channel most 
people have on them all the time, everywhere they go - is the mobile device. 
Featurephones, smartphones, and increasingly pads and tablets.

And there's another driver: of course many utilities today are listed corporations with 
shareholders as well as regulators to satisfy. So operational performance management 
goes beyond compliance: it's about streamlining processes, driving costs out of each BU,  
and winning over consumers to make higher than normal profits.
 
That's why utility companies make a great case study for real-time performance 
management.

Let's take a look at how a typical regulator, Britain's OFWAT, keeps its charges in check - 
an initiative called the Service Incentive Mechanism - and how several companies in the 
utilities sector are making a difference to performance using real-time communications 
and feedback. 
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The regulator's toolkit: of SIMs and services

SIM stands for Service Incentive Mechanism. The diagram below is specific to Britain's 
water regulatory body OFWAT, but many utilities work under something similar - because 
in the absence of free competition (most people don't have a choice in who they get 
their water from) it's up to the authorities to ensure consumers are treated fairly.
 
OFWAT's SIM isn't about service criteria; with so many utilities markets at least nominally 
open to consumer choice, basic service levels are generally met across the sector. 
Rather, the SIM focusses on something today's demanding consumers want more and 
more - a better customer experience.

The SIM is qualitative as well as quantitative. At the highest level, it's a tripartite structure of 
protecting consumers, safeguarding the environment, and promoting value in the 
market.

"A company that provides particularly good service can charge a little more, a company 
providing poorer service must charge less" - Sue Cox, Head of Service and Performance, OFWAT
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But "beneath" the triangle is a structured five-stage layer of Key Performance Indicators 
linked to actual financial penalties and incentives for the utilities covered. For example, 
Cox's research shows a correlation between first-time resolution of problems and higher 
overall satisfaction levels. While some complaints are inevitable, what matters is how 
quickly and efficiently they're dealt with - repeat contacts are costly. So the number of 
customer issues resolved in the first call is a closely-watched KPI.
 
“We seek to ensure that the monopoly companies identify their customers’ needs, deliver 
services designed to meet them and continually try to improve those services within the 
price limits we set” - SIM consultation paper, Aug 2009

Another factor of the SIM is its 360 degree nature. It looks at the customer experience as 
the sum total of all contacts the customer has with the utility company - phone, email, 
even snail mail. After all, if basic services are being delivered reliably, it's the other aspects 
of your service that matter more - how you communicate, how well you resolve 
situations.... how well the customer thinks you understand her.

To make matters concrete, these KPIs are applied to each utility company's actual 
turnover. Companies that beat them are able to raise the ceiling on regulated price 
limits; companies who fail are penalised. In this way, the SIM connects qualitative 
feel-good measures like customer experience to the hard numbers on the P&L account.

For utilities companies, initiatives like the SIM are in effect "the competition" - the standard 
they've got to meet or beat to stay in business. How do they reach that standard?
 
Let's take a look at how some of Britain's top utilities are using real-time communication 
and feedback to achieve better operational performance management.

1. Veolia Water: deep-diving customer feedback with Rant & Rave

Veolia Water provides water and wastewater management services throughout the UK 
and is part of the world's leading water company.  In response to OFWAT's introduction of 
the Service Incentive Mechanism, Veolia wanted to be able to demonstrate that they 
were actively listening and responding to their customers' feedback.

Their approach starts in the Call Centre. Callers get a text message after they've spoken 
with a contact centre adviser - a message asking them a simple question - 
‘After your experience, how likely are you to recommend Veolia Water to your friends or 
colleagues?’, with 0 being not at all likely, and 10 very likely. The answer given helps 
Veolia calculate their ‘Net Promoter Score’, a customer satisfaction metric intended to 
help organisations become more customer centric. But that’s not all.
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The solution goes beyond the limits of traditional ‘NPS’ by exploring the reasons why 
individual customers chose the rating they did. Customers who respond are sent a follow 
up message. This time they're invited to share their thoughts about the service in their 
own, freeform, natural language. These comments are then analysed in real-time by 
award-winning text analysis software and presented back, along with the scores, on an 
easy to read dashboard. All feedback is matched up to the customer’s service history, so 
if an adviser needs to call the customer back, they are fully aware of the customer’s issue 
before they try to resolve it.

It's a joined-up, real-time solution powered by Rant & Rave - Rapide’s Feedback Suite. 
Veolia are the first UK based Water company to use the NPS metric as a way of 
monitoring their customers’ satisfaction, and first too to use text messages as a way of 
gathering customer feedback. Since implementing the solution they’ve achieved a 15% 
response rate - which enables them to treat performance management as a continuous 
ongoing process, fed by real-time, natural-language information and meaningful metrics. 

"Veolia Water chose Rapide as the supplier for our text messaging feedback system 
based on their innovative products and services, non-pushy approach, and value for 
money. 

We have found them to be very accommodating to all our requirements. Their products 
are flexible to our needs, which was an important factor in our choice of supplier. They 
are very friendly and helpful and really listen. You get a real sense of the company being 
integrated and a free flow of information working across the teams. They all know what 
each other is doing." - Morag Kent - Marketing Manager - Veolia Water

2. United Utilities: an active approach to service failure

Much performance management is "fault-driven": structures and processes are put in 
place to deal with problems after they occur - not minimise the impact before they 
happen. United Utilities took a different approach.

United Utilities provides water and wastewater services to nearly seven million people in 
the North West of England supplying 3.2 million households and over 400,000 business 
premises. It's a part of the UK that frequently suffers inclement weather - there's a long-
standing joke in the UK that it always rains in Manchester - so they put a performance 
plan in place to deal with it.

The company uses Rapide's Communications Suite to send text messages to their 7 million 
customers when adverse weather conditions are likely to affect their electricity and water 
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services. That initial contact when a storm's on the way helps reassure customers that 
problems will be dealt with soon - and gives them a channel to respond.
 
Previously the company had to rely on their customers to alert them to faults, and then to 
call in again for subsequent updates on how near it was to being resolved. Now 
customers are given timely notifications (again via text message) and are also offered a 
freephone number to call in to should they need any more assistance.
 
Not only does this keep their customers informed, but it also significantly reduces the 
number of inbound calls in to their contact centres. It's another example of how utility 
companies are using real-time communications not simply to communicate... but to 
actively manage service.

"This is a great step forward in customer service and efficiency." - United Utilities

3. National Grid: keeping the engineers in the loop

In the UK, National Grid owns and manages the grids to which many different energy 
sources are connected - including the systems that deliver gas and electricity across the 
country. These networks need to be always-on and always-operating - since so many 
utility companies rely on them. 

Accordingly, National Grid's need was less about consumers and more about its 
engineers - when the infrastructure they're working on may be in remote parts of the 
country or require ultra-specialised skills and equipment, solid communications are vital. 

National Grid's project with Rapide used text messaging to keep engineers in the same 
state as the network they maintained - always-connected. SMS alerts spanned service 
announcements and other timely information, keeping large numbers of experts informed 
in real-time.
 
The case illustrates that real-time communications aren't just for consumers - they're just as 
useful for internal comms, too.

4. RWE npower: connecting the IT crowd

Energy supplier RWE handles gas and electricity to residential and business customers and 
also operates a portfolio of oil and gas-fired power stations. (The group includes npower, 
one of Britain's best-known consumer energy brands.)
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Their project with Rapide took another angle on real-time performance management: IT 
alerts. (Information technology is almost as important to energy companies these days as 
actual energy!) When an IT issue affected RWE's infrastructure, alerts were sent by SMS to 
various groups of employees across the country.

The affect on performance was sizeable - after all, the first thing many employees do 
when they have an IT error is to call the service desk. SMS alerts told people of the 
problems en masse and assured them they were being solved - with further texts when 
everything was back to normal.

5. Southern Water: fast-flowing pipeline for internal comms

Another avid SMS user is Southern Water, which supplies fresh water to over  a million 
households in the UK's southeast corner and treats wastewater from more than two 
million. Its goal for the programme was to keep employees informed - with SMS text alerts 
sent out every time a company policy or important announcement needed to be 
distributed.

They chose SMS because it tends to be read faster and more reliably than email: since 
text messages are short, they require little investment from the recipient, and with the 
mobile phone being such a personal device, they're often read the moment they come 
in - an average of less than four minutes for a text message, compared with up to 48 
hours for email. 

A huge part of operational performance management is simply getting the right 
information to the right people. Southern Water achieved it by sending out 
announcements in real-time via the most personal channel available - and kept its 
people on the same page as a result.

What they all have in common: a real-time outlook

All these utility companies used real-time communication to get their messages out. What 
makes them different is that they used it to actively improve operations - whether the KPI 
was to get information out, gather statistics in, or simply reassure people while their issue 
was being dealt with, freeing resources in the contact centre and keeping the flow of 
information running smoothly.
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At Rapide Communication, we believe real-time is the way forward - because along the 
customer journey, some moments matter more than others. We call these inflection points 
- situations where a consumer needs contact there and then, and where the 
organisation's response can make or break the situation - Moments of Truth®.

Why it matters to utilities

Almost all utility companies are now subject to competition. In a single market where a 
French energy supplier may operate Britain's nuclear sites and a German one the parcel 
post, real-time performance improvement offers one way for utilities to gain advantage. 

The utility sector is not what it used to be. Increasingly, utility companies are 
understanding  that the only way to thrive is to concentrate on the customer experience - 
and not just the quantitative metrics of response time and resolution percentages, but the 
softer side of satisfaction and loyalty too. In that respect at least, today's utilities are no 
different to any other company.

Book up for Rapide's webinar on February 29th

Rapide, the Moments of Truth company, is holding a webinar on February 29th, and you're 
invited. It's specially for the Utilities sector - and you'll learn how listening and responding in 
real-time can deliver huge performance improvements across your operations. To book, 
call 02476 011 906 or visit www.rapide.co.uk/utilities-customer-service-webinar.html

Schedule a free Solution Discovery Workshop

Or if you like the sound of what Veolia and others are doing, why not schedule an SDW 
(Solution Discovery Workshop) with Rapide? It's a half-day session that explores your goals 
and opportunities for using real-time communications and feedback. To schedule a 
workshop (it's free) call 02476 011 906 or email jeff.green@rapide.co.uk
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Contact Rapide for more information

Of course, you may want to start with an informal chat with one of our professionals. They 
can take you through the benefits of both Communications Suite and Feedback Suite - 
which includes Rant & Rave, Rapide's sentiment analysis infrastructure. For an initial chat, 
call 02476 011 906 or email jeff.green@rapide.co.uk

We help brands connect and engage with consumers at moments of truth.

Founded in 2000 Rapide have always been innovators in business communication. Our 
passion lies in developing award winning technology to help our industry leading clients 
put customer insight at the centre of everything they do. Our multi-channel solutions let 
companies talk to their customers at the moments that matter, while our sophisticated 
text analytics interprets customer sentiment and provides actionable insight. Rapide help 
their clients prevent customer churn, respond in real-time to customer feedback and 
develop profitable relationships that last.

We are currently working on some exciting Moments of Truth projects with some of the 
UK’s leading brands including Starbucks, Orange, Harrods and Pizza Hut.

To find your Moment of Truth, contact us today: 02476 011 906 or marketing@rapide.co.uk
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